MODERN DANCING.
Maude E. Scanlon
Explicit instruction in all modern dancing, one step, fox trot, and waltz guaranteed in three lessons.
Private Instruction Daily.
Studio, 22 Huntington Avenue.
Phone B. B. 7769.

WRESTLING MEET
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a body and head hold, and the referee counted a fall as Wood in 1 minute, 17 seconds. Banks has had considerable wrestling and it is chiefly through his that the Springfield team gets its coaching.

The evening's last bout was between Crowell of Tech and Cooper of Springfield. The bout was close but Cooper's greater knowledge of the game more than outbalanced "Brute's" ten pounds advantage in weight and he won a decision from Crowell in nine minutes. Cooper is the middleweight champion at this weight and recently defeated the 1751b. wrestler who had won his bout at the intercollegiate championships of last year.

The team "bunked up" with the Springfield men and returned to Boston Sunday morning.

The summary of the bouts is as follows:
125lbs. Class-P. Y. LoC (T), H. S. Bounds (S.), T., by dec. Time 9 min.
158lbs. Class-W. C. Wood (T.), A. C. Banks (S.), S., by fall. Time 1 min. 17 sec.
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